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In late January, a select team of women polo
Teams were given their jerseys—sponsored by
players from the U.S. represented the USPA and
U.S. Polo Assn.—at a press conference attended by
the country at two events in India: The 4th
four or five TV stations. There was press coverage
Manipur Statehood Day Women’s Polo
and photos of every match in several local papers,
Tournament played in Imphal, Jan. 17-21, and the
Before the tournament began, all of the teams
Las Polistas International Women’s Polo Cup,
took a morning drive to visit the shrine of
played in Mumbai on Jan. 25. The U.S. team
Marjing, the Polo God of Manipur, whose winged
consisted of Megan Carter Judge, Stephanie (nee
mount is the mythic ancestor of the Manipuri
Massey) Colburn, Carolyn Stimmel, Anna (nee
pony, where we left offerings and prayed for a safe
Winslow) Palacios and myself.
game for players and ponies.
Teams from the USA, Canada, Argentina and
All of the teams gathered one night for a
Kenya arrived to Manipur after long and tiring
screening of the award-winning documentary
trips and were all greeted at the airport with
“Daughters of the Polo God” by Roopa Barua,
banners, welcome committees and gift bags.
which chronicles the struggles and successes of
In trying to describe and summarize the trip to
the local women players and how their success is
Manipur I am overwhelmed with
linked to the saving of the local
a kaleidoscope of colors, sights,
pony breed. The film is on tour
sounds, tastes and experiences.
in the USA at numerous Equus
From the moment we arrived at
Film Festivals, and has many
the airport, the generosity and
USPA players in it.
warmth of the people of
“The film brought clarity to
Manipur permeated the week we
the dire situation [of] the
spent there.
Manipuri pony and the
Manipur is an area of India
challenges the local polo clubs
not as well known to tourists. It
face. We quickly learned we were
is nestled just west of Myanmar
involved in a sensitive movement
and east of Bangladesh and is a
not just a ladies’ tournament,”
The teams were treated to a
mainly agrarian state with a
noted Stimmel.
screening of a polo documentary.
busting capital city of Imphal.
During
the
week
of
Players were treated like celebrities with local
competition teams enjoyed a huge party with a
people in the market wanting photos with us.
band that played pop classics as well as local
Each team was provided with a local
music (they did great covers of Eagles and Kee$ha
guide/interpreter from Manipur University. Over
tunes!) and also took in some local historic sights
the week we were there, the U.S. team’s guide, Ria
as well as a day trip, lunch and boat ride at
Tao, became a friend and cheerleader as she
Loktak Lake, the largest freshwater lake in
showed us around town, hustled us around to all
Northeast India known for its ‘floating islands’
of the events and made sure we were on time.
formed by vegetation.
The local women’s market is enormous, selling
Players also attended a roundtable discussion,
everything from dresses and scarves to kitchen
Conservation of the Manipuri Pony, organized by
tools, fish, fruits and vegetables and trinkets.
the Centre for Manipur Studies of Manipur
There we shopped a bit and were introduced to
University. Led by faculty members of the
Ria’s mother who posed for a photo with us.
university, the discussion was attended by

Stephanie Colburn
gets in the swing of
things on the small
Manipuri ponies.
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The U.S. team
participated in an
arena match at a
racetrack on full-size
horses. Long enough
mallets were in short
supply.
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The tournament is
played to bring
awareness to Manipur
ponies and women’s
polo in India.

representatives of Huntre! Equine, the parent body
of Polo Yatra as well as the Manipuri Pony Society,
the Manipur Horse Riding and Polo Association, and
team members from the American, Canadian,
Kenyan and Argentinian contingents.
The ponies used for the tournament were tended
to in the barns and at the field by a contingent of
teenaged boys whose enthusiasm and pride in their
jobs was palpable. Ponies were loaned by local players
and clubs and each team switched mounts at
halftime. All of the teams had a chance to stick and
ball the day before the matches began to get used to
their small but sturdy Manipur ponies.
Organizing all of this was a herculean task. With
the number of ponies and people, and the fact that
the ponies weren’t numbered or otherwise identified
to the teams, was a bit tricky to monitor.
Judge reflected, “As a competitive person (and
slightly controlling) I try to minimize the things that
are out of my control when entering a competition. It
was clear from the beginning that I couldn’t control
what was happening on the sidelines and had to go in
with a positive attitude and play the game with only
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Braun, Mora Aldao, Delfina Donovan, Martina
Garrahan, Victoria Mihanovich, Catalina Ayerza)
bested Kenya and Manipur in Pool A games.
In the final, Argentina defeated USA in a nailbiting penalty shoot-out after the teams tied 6-6. The
game went back and forth, goal for goal. Colburn
went on the attack in the first half with the first two
goals but Argentina countered each time. Ayerza
scored three goals, Braun sunk two and Donovan had
one. Palacios scored her fourth goal with only a few
seconds on the clock to take the game into an
overtime shootout. Stimmel was the only U.S. player
to connect in the shootout.
The loss was disappointing for the U.S. team, but

the core value and purpose of the trip was to connect
with other players; bring attention to the Manipur
pony and help preserve the breed; bring appreciation
to this area of India where modern polo started; and
help the women polo players in India, especially in
Manipur. On all of those counts we were very
successful. Although the population in Manipur is
relatively small to other areas of India, they have a
robust group of lady players who have improved
tremendously over the past few years.
Team USA, with help from players from Team
Kenya, led a morning clinic for some of the Manipur
players, including a chalk talk and one-on-one
instruction. In the short time we had to work with the

Opening ceremonies
included a parade
with all the teams.

Players from USA and
Kenya led a morning
clinic for some of the
Manipur players.
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USA bests
England in
Townsend
Cup

the expectation of hitting the ball, riding well and
communicating with my team. Having never played
with Carolyn, Anna or Stephanie before, or not
knowing which Manipur pony I was getting on at any
time, [I] just had to play polo!
“Similar to I/I, ponies were swapped after two
chukkers. And like FIP, one set of rules, IPA, were
deemed the tournament rules. They had all of us
umpire with no hard copy of the IPA rules, so we went
with what we knew. A foul is a foul, right?”
No matter which pony we got on or what rules we
were trying to follow, we all appreciated the
surefootedness, speed and toughness of these 13- to
14-hand ponies. With their tough unshod feet, local
felt bridles with snaffles and sometimes pony
mentalities, they were mostly a blast to play. The size
made them less intimidating even when they were
being naughty and some were surprisingly fast.
To give you a sense of their size, the mallets used
were 45 to 47 inches in length! The field is smack dab
in the middle of the bustle and noise of Imphal and
more than once players stopped playing, confusing
the honking and whistles of the traffic outside for an
umpire’s whistle.
Opening ceremonies included a parade with all the
teams mounted on their ponies, musicians, an army
band and dignitaries.
The grandstands covered almost the entire length
of the field on one side and the dignitaries were
treated to seats of honor right in the middle. Locals
filled the stands for every game and took sides rooting
for one team or the other, while pedestrians peered
through the fence at either end of the field to catch
the action from the street.
This is the fourth year that a U.S. team has
traveled to Manipur to play and the tournament has
grown in teams and level of play each year. This year,
the four international teams were joined by a local
Manipur team (Laishram Thadoi Chanu,
Khungdongbam Habe Devi, Khungdongbam
Deventy, Oinam Victoria, RK Neelu, Thoudam
Tanna Devi) and a team representing the Indian Polo
Association (Monica Saxena, Mriganka Singh,
Abigail Slater, Sanya Suhag) with players from the
Delhi area. Canada (Hailey van de Burgt, Jenna
Tarshis, Catie van Bakel, Jessica Wales, Selina Watt)
was a first-time participant and it was fun to get to
know some of our friends from up north so much
better. Kenya (Rowena Stichbury, Phylippa Gulden,
Cheza Millar, Georgina Millar, Hiromi Nzomo) won
last year’s tournament and featured a solid team of
veterans and young players.
Team USA gained its berth in the final by defeating
Canada and IPA in Pool B play, while Argentina (Elina
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Polo Yatra’s Ed
Armstrong presents the
Manipur team the
Most Improved Team
Award.

women, we focused on near-side forehands and back
shots as well as how to angle back shots. We also
touched on riding for polo, and how to stay balanced
in the tack while still guiding your mount.
For Colburn, who had worked with the Manipur
team in 2017, their improvement was exponential.
“In just two years, it is incredible to see how this
tournament has grown and the level of improvement
displayed by the local Manipur women’s team. Two
years ago, the Manipur women’s team was beaten
quite easily and took last place in the tournament,
while this year they were fighting solidly for a place
in the final.”
Indeed, Manipur only lost to eventual winner
Argentina by two goals and tied last year’s winner,
Kenya. Palacios, who had also worked with the local
players in 2017, was equally as impressed.
“To me, the importance of the trip to Manipur was
validated by the marked improvement in the game of
the Manipuri women players. The Manipuri women
proved their prowess in the semi-finals, tying Kenya in
their second game. They demonstrated strong riding
skills, as well as an improved understanding of the
game and rules. I was once again amazed by their
determination and drive to learn and grow their skill
sets. The Manipuri team will surely be tough
competition in the years to come.”
Manipur was recognized with the Polo Yatra Award
for the Most Improved Team. Tanna Thoudam was
chosen Best Manipuri Player and Thangong Arangba
of X Polo Club and Kona Thoiba of KM&M Riding
School jointly won Best Pony Award.
Stimmel enjoyed the opportunity to teach.
“Participating in the local polo clinic with my
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teammates with the passion to teach combined with
the local ladies’ enthusiasm filled me to the brim
with polo satisfaction. To give knowledge and have it
appreciated and executed was pure joy for me; to
travel half way around the world and participate with
other instructors was a highlight of my Imphal
adventures. We encountered a language barrier,
however with some charades, foot mallets, mounted
players and interpreters, we gave to the local lady
players drills, exercises and knowledge and awareness
of the game.”
The Manipuri players were so appreciative of the
time and effort we took and they became our biggest
fans and fast friends. Polo connected all of us as well
as our interest in the Manipur pony.
Colburn put it this way: “As I reflect on this
tournament, it really is about a lot more than just
winning and losing. This tournament is about
bringing nations together, building friendships
bonded through polo, and promoting women not just
within the sport of polo; it also focuses on the
conservation of a very special pony that needs the
limelight of this tournament in order to hopefully
preserve its lineage for future generations.”
It was an amazing experience to participate in this
tournament and an honor to represent the U.S. I was
humbled by the effort and energy the various
organizations put in to making this tournament a
reality. It is no small task to get teams from around
the world to a small city in far eastern India, but we
all bonded with our shared love of polo and horses.
Before the U.S. team left for Mumbai they visited
the Manipur pony breeding farm just a few minutes
from downtown Imphal.

For the second part of the trip, we had to say
goodbye to Colburn and her husband, Ben, who was
a gem of a cheerleader and friend to us all, as they
needed to return to the states and get back to being
veterinarians. The rest of us (Palacios, Judge,
Stimmel and myself, along with our organizers Ed
Armstrong and Somi Roy) then flew back to the West
Coast of India.
In Mumbai our experience was miles apart both
figuratively and literally from Manipur but equally as
satisfying and important. We joined forces with
Rinaa Shah and young player Ashley Parekh, to play
the first-ever women’s polo game in Mumbai.
The Amateur Riders Club and Polo Club is at the
Mahalakshmi Race Course, right in the middle of the
city. With skyscrapers all around us, we met our new
teammates and had a practice in the arena. For this
game we split up: Megan and Cindy played with
Rinaa on Team India and Anna and Carolyn played
with Ashley as Team USA. The local press and
photographers were again ubiquitous as the event
had been well promoted and was a huge social and
sporting event.
The next morning, we practiced while the
racetrack workouts went on around us and locals used
the track area to walk and exercise. Again, the local
polo community took great care of us with dinner at
the clubhouse after our first practice, a cocktail
reception one night at the St. Regis Hotel (one of the
sponsors), and an afternoon at the horseraces.
The exhibition game, Las Polistas International
Women’s Polo Cup, was held in conjunction with the
launch of a clothing line (Las Polistas) using the
casual polo lifestyle as a theme. The clothing line is
founded by Ashley’s sister, and the evening event
featured celebrities, local politicians, cocktails and
fashion models as well as a big after-party.
The biggest change for us players was that instead
of being on small Manipur ponies, we were now on
mostly Thoroughbred horses, fighting over the lone
54-inch mallet Palacios brought.
What I will remember vividly is the excitement of
the grooms watching their mounts play such a fast
and physical women’s game and cheering loudly for
every good shot and goal. I felt like they were playing
right along with us and they were so happy that we
appreciated their horses.
The horses were great, the game was fun and
competitive and the crowd appreciated the speed and
strength with which the women played the game. The
game ended in an 8-8 tie, which was left as a draw.
The Edelweiss MVP Award was presented to Palacios
by Rujan Panjwani, executive director of Edelweiss
Financial Services.
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Palacios thoroughly enjoyed the experience. “I feel
extremely lucky to have been part of the first ever allwomen polo game played in the city of Mumbai. With
the polo grounds and racetrack located in the center
of downtown, playing under the city lights was an
experience unlike any other. It was exciting to see the
level of enthusiasm from the organizers, as well as
spectators and the press. I hope that this enthusiasm
will trigger a long history of the involvement of
women in polo in Mumbai, she said.
Judge added, “Bombay was a town similar to any
big city in the world. And like Buenos Aires, New
York, Los Angeles or Houston, you find yourself
downtown, inside the noise, traffic and construction
but somehow surrounded by horses. With many
cultures, ethnicities, languages and socioeconomic
backgrounds, working and playing together, what
unites us all are the horses.”
What a incredible experience for all of us to play
these games with such incredible teammates. They
say you really get to know people when you travel
with them and we couldn’t have chosen a better
group with which to share these unique experiences.
Everyone was open minded and appreciative of new
experiences, enthusiastic for adventure, friendly,
outgoing and supportive of each other. Thanks to
everyone who made this trip possible!
The event was produced by Polo Yatra and
organized by the All Manipur Polo Association.
International travel support was extended by
Incredible India!, Emma Horne Travel and Manipur
Tourism.
•

The American players
split up and played
with others in an
arena at the
Mahalakshmi Race
Course.
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A STORM

Manipur’s growing polo sisterhood has put the
birthplace of the sport back on the global map—and
may well revive the endangered local pony too.
Sitanshi Talati-Parikh investigates
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ART DIRECTION MRUDUL PATHAK KUNDU

Victoria Oinam (second from left),
Khundongbam Habe and Thoudam Tanna
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“I had only
heard stories
of civil unrest,
terrorists and
army atrocities in
Manipur. But when
I went to Imphal, I
saw that women’s
polo was a
growing story”

n a hill around Heingang
Women’s Polo Tournament,
village, on the outskirts
India’s
only
international
of Imphal, there is a pony
women’s polo tournament,
shrine to Lord Marjing,
in 2016, in partnership with
the god of polo, where
Roy’s Polo Yatra (an enterprise
the Meitei (the majority
for women’s polo in India), the
ethnic group of Manipur)
USPA, and Manipur Tourism,
come to worship, and where the local polo
with only one visiting team:
players go to light candles before a game.
USA. The annual tournament
There is mystical energy at the shrine
has grown exponentially since
—
ROOPA
BARUA,
DIRECTOR,
as prayers are offered to Sanamahi, the
then. The recently-concluded
DAUGHTERS OF THE
patron god of every Meitei household,
season in January this year,
who created the Samadon Ayangba—a
had four foreign teams—
POLO GOD (2018)
fast and fierce pony with wings.
USA, Canada, Kenya and
The legendary Manipuri Pony is
Argentina—along with the
symbolic of a culture that has struggled in many ways
Indian Polo Association (IPA) team with the support
to ride forward. L Somi Roy, the grandson of Manipur’s
of Manipur Tourism, Incredible India, and the Bombay
former monarch Maharaja Churachandra, left Manipur
Stock Exchange. It was produced by Polo Yatra and
for USA in the ’80s and on his return two decades
organised by the All Manipur Polo Association. In
later, found the pony listlessly ambling the streets of
testimony to its growing global standing, Argentina
Imphal feeding on plastic. Despite its mythological and
put together a tournament called the Manipur Cup in
historical importance, the semi-feral animal’s grazing
2018, where the winners of the 13 participating teams
areas were lost due to negligent urbanisation. Today,
came to play in Manipur.
the Manipuri Pony is an endangered species with an
Daughters Of The Polo God (2018), an award-winning
estimated population of fewer than 500.
documentary film on the female polo players of
Roy, who is a conservationist and a custodian of
Manipur, which had its India premiere on the opening
culture, realised that the only way to keep the pony
night of the tournament, perfectly captures the spirit
alive would be to help build up Sagol Kangjei (Manipuri
on the ground. Roopa Barua, the film’s director, says,
polo) by bringing international attention to it. Manipur
“I had only heard stories of civil unrest, terrorists and
is considered the birthplace of modern polo—the
army atrocities in Manipur. But when I went to Imphal
British later exported the sport to the rest of the world.
for the tournament in 2016, I saw that women’s polo
Mapal Kangjeibung polo ground, situated in the heart
was a growing story—the symbiotic relationship
of Imphal and surrounded by urban buildings, is one
between women’s polo and the endangered Manipuri
of the oldest extant grounds in the world. It dates to the
Pony was a very unique concept.”
early 17th century, with references that go back to the
Roy points out, “Women have been at the forefront
first century AD during the reign of King Kangba.
of change in Manipur—they are entirely fearless.”
As polo has been male-dominated in Manipur,
Three-fourths of the country’s female polo players come
female players were seriously lagging in the sport due
from the state. It has 26 polo clubs, many of which have
to lack of opportunity and direction. That changed
women players (two of these clubs are even owned by
with Roy’s initiatives. Drawing upon his contacts at
women), with over 30 women players and five women’s
the United States Polo Association (USPA) in 2013,
teams in Imphal alone.
Fifty-four-year-old
Thoudam
Thoinu
Devi
Roy, along with his US partner Ed Armstrong, began
exemplifies the term “boss lady”: she owns the
inviting women’s polo teams from abroad to hold a
Chingkhei Humba Polo Club, which now has over 80
local tournament in Imphal.
horses that belong to its members. Her niece, 23-year- ›
And thus began the Manipur Statehood Day
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From left: Khundongbam Deventy, Laishram
Thadoi Chanu, Victoria Oinam, Neelu RK,
Thoudam Tanna, Khundongbam Habe

March, 2019
“They are all so
passionate and
willing to learn
[polo]—like sponges,
absorbing all that
we had to offer. On
the field, they were
right there with the
top players”

Photograph: Ashish Shah

ANNA WINSLOW PALACIOS, TEAM USA
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“The horse is 80 per
cent of the game.
The challenge is
that the Manipuri
girls only learn to
play polo on the
local horses, but I
see great potential
in them”

Victoria
Oinam

Neelu RK

Photographs: Ashish Shah

Laishram
Thadoi Chanu
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old Thoudam Tanna, who was
thoroughbred, is no longer ideal
named Best Manipuri Player in this
for modern polo—it is small, even
tournament, is as formidable on
if it is swift and lithe. Delhi-based
the field as her aunt is off it. “She
Monica Saxena, the captain of the
was nobody in that world—less
IPA, says, “The horse is 80 per
than 15 years old, she came in her
cent of the game. The challenge is
old clothes—and yet she won first
that the Manipuri girls only learn
prize at the equestrian games,” says
and play on the local horses, but I
a proud Thoinu about her niece
see great potential in them. With
in Daughters….
proper coaching, they can beat
The local polo players hail from
any international team.”
humble backgrounds—in Manipur,
Some of the foreign players
polo isn’t linked to economic status
take time off before the matches to
and the players don’t necessarily
teach the Manipuri players, often
— MONICA SAXENA, CAPTAIN, INDIAN
own their horses. Khundongbam
with the help of translators, as not
Habe, at 35, the oldest local player
all the local players speak English.
POLO ASSOCIATION
this season, sells vegetables to pay
And as recently as November
the bills. “Maintaining ponies is
2018, The Tata Trust company,
very difficult and expensive. The polo association
at Roy’s initiative, formed a centre in Imphal where
contributes to their care, but there are hurdles, like the
20 local players were inducted to undergo training.
lack of grazing grounds and the decreasing number
Mriganka Singh, from team IPA, says, “I have lived and
of ponies,” she says. An untrained pony could cost
played in Delhi, where there are very few women polo
`50,000, while trained animals could range from
players and no tournaments like this that allow you to
anywhere between one lakh and three lakh rupees.
improve your game. Polo in Delhi is very competitive;
And then there is the burden of gender inequality—the
my polo experience in Manipur with players of all ages,
players describe how the men’s teams have many more
from 14- to 50-years-old—was unique and a reminder
facilities and are also sent for equestrian jumping and
of the reason for my passion for the sport.”
national games, while the women’s teams are not.
Perhaps coming full circle the foot of the shrine to
On January 17, at the opening ceremony of the
Lord Marjing is a 200-acre piece of land sanctioned for
polo tournament, 18 local and international artistes
a pony preserve. “While saving the pony is an ongoing
performed with a range of instruments including
struggle, we have a policy in place, and it is declared an
the Manipuri pena and the guitar in sweet synergy.
endangered breed,” says Roy. During the tournament,
It is symbolic of the camaraderie displayed by the
there was a pony preservation conference held at
local and international teams on and off the ground.
Manipur University, where the participation of players
Anna Winslow Palacios, from Team USA, who was in
from the international teams further underscored the
Manipur for the second time, was impressed with the
global concern for this breed’s conservation.
improvement in the play of the local girls—they drew
Meanwhile, fresh out of the tournament where
with Kenya and lost to Argentina by just two goals. At
their team gave their more-experienced opponents a
the insistence of Ricardo Mihanovich of the Federation
run for their money, Tanna and 20-year-old Victoria
Of International Polo and Ed Armstrong of Team USA,
Oinam and Neelu RK are on a high that their eventual
they received the first Most Improved Team award from
loss hasn’t dampened. Says Tanna’s sister, Thoudam
Polo Yatra. Palacios says, “They are all so passionate
Sanajaobi, also a state polo player, as she sits out and
and willing to learn—like sponges, absorbing all that we
cheers herself hoarse while her sister plays this season,
had to offer. On the field, they were right there with the
“I dream of going to other places to play polo.” They
top players.”
turn to look at the foreign players, with wistfulness
The Manipuri women players are self-trained—
and the uncynical hope of youth, awaiting a time when
they don’t abide strictly by fixed international or
they may celebrate the Manipuri Pony and its sporting
Indian rules of polo. And the Manipuri Pony, unlike a
tradition by riding beyond borders.
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A recent exhibition
that celebrated the
physicality of sculpture

Sir/Madam, first can we teach
common courtesy, then
electrolysis, photosynthesis

India will attract talent when it does
world-class science that’s not done
elsewhere: Venki Ramakrishnan
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BY ANANYA BAHL

I

t’s the 1850s. A group of soldiers of the East
India Company along with some British tea
planters, on their travels to Silchar in present-day Assam, watch some exiled Manipuri princes play a game that looks like hockey on
horseback. Teams of men, wearing turbans,
pheijom (dhoti) and shin-guards and wielding
mallets, face off on sturdy little ponies.
This is Sagol Kangjei, the origins of modernday polo. Legend has it that Manipur’s deityking Kangba invented the game in the 14th century BC, and that in 33 AD., deity-king Nongda
Pakhangba organised the first polo match. The
story goes that the gods celebrated the establishment of the Meitei kingdom with a fierce game
of Sagol Kangjei, with teams of seven men, following rules created by none less than Marjing,
the God of Polo.
The British are entranced by the game. In
1853, Capt. Robert Stewart, a member of East India Company cavalry, participates in a match
with Manipuri players in Silchar and six years later, along with Col. Joseph Sherer, sets up the
world’s first polo club, the Silchar Kangjei Club.
Within the next decade, polo catches on in
the rest of India followed by England. The first
match is organised by Edward “Chicken” Hartopp at Hounslow Heath in London in 1869, after
which the rules of modern polo are established
by The Hurlingham Club, London. The rest, as
they say, is history — the game is now played
widely across Britain, Australia, Argentina and
the U.S., among 70-odd countries.
Back home, in Manipur, the game is still deep-
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Almost every family in Manipur
owned a pony, and even today people
across social classes play the game

Manipur is not only the birthplace of
modern polo, it is home to a
formidable women’s team

POLO’S
forgotten
matriarchs

ly entrenched in culture, religion and in the everyday lives of people — it has its own horse-deity,
shrine and ceremonies and is still played during
Lai Haraoba, a Meitei festival. Unlike in other
parts of the country and world, polo in the State
evolved as an egalitarian game — almost every
family owned a pony, and even today people
across social classes play the game.
But there has been a quiet revolution in Manipuri polo: nearly two millennia after the first
match is said to have been played, the mallet has
passed on to women. Today, the State has about
two dozen women professional polo players representing two-thirds of all women polo players
in India. They come from modest backgrounds,
but come with fierce determination. And they
start young.
Age no bar
Thoudam Tanna Devi, 19, from Imphal says she
started playing polo at 12. As a Class X student,
she learnt horse-riding and took part in an
equestrian tournament organised by Assam Rifles. “My father was initially not happy that I was
playing. But as a child I would follow my uncle (a
polo player) to practice sessions.” Thoudam has
now taken part in major polo tournaments in
Manipur, and has made forays into other sports
including rowing. “But I want to devote myself
fully to polo now,” says Thoudam.
Jetholia Thongbam, 22, is one of the foremost
stars among the Manipuri women players. She
CM
YK

Riding stars (from below) Irom Sangeeta, Jetholia Thongbam,
Victoria Oinam, and Neelu R.K.; Mapal Kangjeibung, the oldest
extant polo ground in the world; and Manipur women in an
international tournament. Huntré! Equine & NYT

started playing seriously as a teenager six years
ago and is currently training for tournaments
outside Manipur. She was lucky, she says, that
her family supported her from the very beginning. Irom Sangeeta, 21, began playing polo at at
15 and has played for K&M Memorial Riding
School in Singjamei.
While marriage and children have had some
women opting out of the sport, many women,
including in their 40s, have recently also begun
to return to the game. Asem Romabati, in her
40s, from Thoubal district, says she had to overcome initial objections from her family when
she started playing polo in 1993. Today, she
plays for Thangmeiband Youth Polo Club. Ningthoujam Ashakiran from Bishnupur district has
been playing polo since 1991 and now plays for
K&M Memorial Riding School.
It was the efforts of the All Manipur Polo Association that got women into the sport in the
1980s. Then, in 1992, women participated in a
match held in Manipur. The turning point came
in 2016. Huntré! Equine, a social enterprise that
builds on the links between sports and culture,
brought international attention to Manipur’s
women players. They brought in American
players to Imphal to compete against Manipuri
teams, roped in sponsors, and drummed up publicity for the first Manipur Statehood Day Women’s Polo Tournament presented by Manipur
Tourism and organised by the All Manipur Polo
Association in Imphal.
Guardian deities
At the end of the tournament, two players from
Manipur, Sumita Salam and Tanna Thoudam,
travelled with their coach and 30 dancing drummers to Jaipur where, along with two more
players from Jaipur and New Delhi, they played
against their American counterparts in an exhibition match cheekily named Cowgirls v Gopis.
In 2018, two home teams were created and
named after the guardian deities Marjing and
Thangjing to play visiting teams from the U.S.,
Australia, Kenya, and the Indian Polo Association in Imphal.
The stories of Manipur’s women polo players
have now taken the form of a film, Daughters of
the Polo God. The 33-minute short by Roopa Barua, which won the Festival Director’s Award —
the highest honour — and the Best Documentary
Short Award at the Equus Film Festival New
York in 2018, tracks the journey of the matriarchs of this game who overcame adversities
to gallop ahead. The film is scheduled to be
screened across the U.S. this year.
When Huntré! Equine was formed, it had
another central mission — to save the unique
and dwindling breed of Manipuri Ponies. The
tough-hoofed, hardy animal has been used prominently in war, religious ceremonies and sport.
But, over the years, it has faced severe neglect.
According to a livestock report filed by the
Comptroller and Auditor General, only 500 ponies remained in 2014.
The Indian Council of Agricultural Research
regards the Manipuri Pony as the “original polo
pony of the world” and as “one of the purest and
prestigious breeds of equines of India”. But with
shrinking grazing land, the encroachment of
wetlands and smuggling across the border
where they are put to use as beasts of burden,
the ponies are under severe threat.
On one of his trips back home, New York-

based Manipuri culture curator and founder of
Huntré! Equine, L. Somi Roy, was aghast to see
ponies foraging on the streets of Imphal. “According to Manipuri mythology, our pony descended from Samadon Ayangba, the fearsome
winged beast created by Marjing. It had become
very destructive and so he chopped off its
wings, and that’s how the Manipuri Pony was
born. My interest in preserving this pony is not
merely about saving a rare breed but also revitalising our culture. It seemed to me the sacred value of the pony was decaying along with other
aspects of Manipuri culture,” says Roy.
Save the pony
His first task was to shape public opinion —
create awareness about the importance of the
pony and encourage people to return to the traditional game. He spoke to government representatives, reached out to polo players in Jaipur,
New Delhi, Mumbai and Hyderabad, and internationally to those associated with the game in
Kenya and the U.S. He organised events, charity
dinners, and used social media to begin dialogue. Happily, the Manipur government implemented the Manipuri Pony Conservation and
Development Policy in 2016 to provide ponies
space in reserves in different districts, and to
end their export.

Daughters of the Polo God traces the

<
> journey of the polo matriarchs and
will screen across the U.S. this year
‘Woman Power, Woman Polo’ remains one of
the mottos of Polo Yatra, the women’s polo initiative of Huntré! Equine. Manipur’s women polo players are all too often forgotten, says Roy.
This, despite the fact that the State has India’s
longest polo season (November to March), two
international and four State tournaments.
“They don’t have the opportunity to play outside the State. Women’s polo in India needs a
home and we feel that Manipur should be that
home.”
N. Ibungochoubi, secretary of Manipur
Equestrian Association, concurs: “There are five
all-women teams and they are doing exceedingly well, but there is no national level polo player
here yet even though Manipur is the birthplace
of polo.”
Things are looking up now for polo’s matriarchs. For the first time, in 2018, seven highachieving women players were given government jobs by Chief Minister N. Biren Singh.
Coming up, from January 17 to 21, the 4th Manipur Statehood Day Women’s Polo Tournament will be presented by Manipur Tourism. It
will be produced by Polo Yatra (the Indian women’s initiative of Huntré! Equine) and organised by All Manipur Polo Association.
Teams from the U.S, Canada, Kenya, and Argentina will play a Manipuri team and a team
from Indian Polo Association. The matches will
be held in Imphal’s Mapal Kangjeibung — the oldest extant polo ground in the world.
(Additional reporting by
Iboyaima Laithangbam.)
Passionate about travel, Turkish cinema and
pointless trivia, the writer’s posts on life and travel
can be found on Instagram @ananyabahl.
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